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The MandiCasa New York Flagship
Showroom Is Now Open!
Immerse yourself in a world of modern luxury, Made in Italy

Our nearly 5,000 sq. ft. award-winning flagship showroom, designed by Italian
architect Mario Mazzer, reflects the ultimate level of sophistication in kitchen and
home design.

THE LOCATION
The showroom is located at 150 East 58th Street (and Lexington Avenue), on the 8th
floor of the A&D Building, in the heart of Manhattan’s Plaza District.
The space showcases the essential areas of the home, to make it easy for you to
imagine the possibilities for your project.

THE PRODUCTS
The showroom features products from MandiCasa’s entire luxury collection for
American homes:
Kitchens in modern and transitional designs and innovative finishes, including
the YOTA cabinetry, a finalist for Architizer’s 2022 A+Product Awards.
Walk-in closet systems and wardrobes
Modern bathroom cabinetry
Interior doors, including the Manhattan framed glass doors by Nicola Gallizia
which are a finalist for Interior Design’s 2022 Best of Year Awards.

Showroom photography by artist, Costas Picadas.

THE TEAM
Our design team combine over 40 years of experience in the industry. They are at
your service to show you our wide range of materials, the Italian craftsmanship, and
the functional details up-close, and help you design environments that are both
timeless and deeply personal.

THE SERVICES
We take care of the details for you, from beginning to end.
Design consultation
Site measurements
Renderings of the design proposal
Product specification for the entire project, including countertops,
backsplashes, appliances, and accessories for kitchens, bathrooms, and
closet systems
Project management and coordination with other suppliers

Come and visit MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, New
York, Miami, Hollywood FL, and authorized dealers in Naples FL, and Costa
Mesa CA.
The showrooms welcome walk-ins, private appointments, and guided showroom
tours via video call.
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MandiCasa is Dario Snaidero's new brand which offers a curated collection of Made-in-Italy products for North
American luxury homes showcasing its own MandiCasa brand of modern luxury kitchen cabinets along with closet
systems by Caccaro, bathrooms by Novello and interior doors by Henry Glass.
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